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YOU CARE
ABOUT ME,

AN OPEN LETTER TO
ABORTION ADVOCATES

RIGHT?

[ TO THE MEN AND WOMEN OF THE PRO-CHOICE MOVEMENT ]

AS

A SENIOR IN COLLEGE, becoming a mother
was not a part of my agenda. My boyfriend
and I had lofty dreams, goals, and aspirations. We
were prepared planners who knew the importance
of higher education and were grounded in the fact
that we were going to become professionals first
and parents later.
STATISTICAL BELIEVERS, we were devastated to find that we
fell within the two percent margin in which the birth control
pill does not in fact prevent unwanted pregnancy. Products of
a generation groomed to feel more entitled than any group
preceding us, we probably took the right to choose more
casually than the pro-choice activists of the 1970s. In an era
where the Roe vs. Wade decision is as normal to American
20-somethings as the desegregation of public schools, our
reaction to the first positive pregnancy test was what you have
been fighting for: “We have a choice to make.” In our situation,
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we chose abortion. Actually, my boyfriend chose abortion…
and I agreed because, to be honest, I believed you.
AT A TIME IN MY LIFE WHEN I THOUGHT EVERYTHING WAS
CRUSHING DOWN AROUND ME, and I needed something
to believe, I believed you—the people of the pro-choice
movement. I believed you when you told me that I had the
right to place a higher value on my life than that of my unborn
child. I believed you when you told me that it would be safe.
I believed you when you told me that it was only tissue. That
it wasn’t a human yet. That it was only cells. I believed you
when you said that it didn’t hurt. I believed you when you
said that there is no such thing as post-abortion syndrome.
I believed you when you told me that if I terminated my
pregnancy, life would go back to normal, just the way it was
before I ever conceived. Because that was my right, wasn’t
it? And so I chose. I chose abortion—because I believed you.
And less than a year later, I believed you again—when you
advised that a medical abortion would be a more “natural”
way to end my second unplanned pregnancy.
INITIALLY FEELING A SENSE OF LIBERATION and comfort in my
right to choose, I was thankful for your efforts and grateful
that you were so concerned for my freedom. However, now
having gone through two abortion experiences, I can only
conclude that many of you have never made the choice that
I did. If you had, wouldn’t you have told me more… because
you care about me, right? You would have told me about the
way the clinic smells of blood and death. You would have
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told me that undergoing a surgical abortion would be the
worst pain I would ever experience. You would have told
me that you can hear and feel the tissue being ripped away
and sucked out of your body, and that even years later I
wouldn’t be able to stand the sound of a normal household
vacuum cleaner. You would have told me that they make
post-abortive patients leave out of the back door because
they don’t want anyone coming in to know what someone
looks like going out. You would have told me that the evil
presence in those clinics feels so thick you could cut it with
a knife. You would have told me that my uterus could be
punctured.
YOU WOULD NOT HAVE TOLD ME THAT IT IS ONLY TISSUE.
You would not have told me it was only cells. If you, too,
had taken Mifepristone and given birth to a six-week-old
embryo, you would not have told me it was not yet a baby.
You would have told me it had a brain and a heartbeat and
was very much a child. You would know because you, like
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me, would have seen it. You would have held it and known
immediately that what you just killed was, in fact, a baby…
but by that time it would be too late to change your mind.
You would have told me about the nightmares and the
enormous sense of loss. You would have told me that my
abortions would end any hope for my boyfriend and I to ever
have a family together. And, because you care about me, I
would like to think that if you had known, you would have
told me that when your baby dies, a part of you dies right
along with it. The choice to terminate the hope of one life
actually terminates the hope of two, and no matter how hard
I wanted things to go back to normal, they never would.
AND SO, SUPPORTERS OF THE PRO-CHOICE MOVEMENT,
there is something you need to know. Although your fight
for my right to choose legally granted me the ability to play
god by taking two lives that weren’t mine to take, you forgot
something. You forgot something very, very important. True,
you found a way for me to legally take two lives. And you
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provided me with multiple ways to justify those deaths.
But, unlike God, you forgot to find a way for me to allow the
continuation of a life—in this case, mine.
YOU ALSO NEED TO KNOW THAT I FORGIVE YOU. I forgive
you for being blind to His truth like I was. I forgive you for
fighting for a right that we don’t deserve to have. I forgive
you on behalf of myself, the more than 50 million aborted
babies, and all the other women in the world who believed
you as well. But I am asking you to please, as you’re fighting,
know exactly what it is that you are fighting for.
Finding grace,

SELECTED TIMELINE OF EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT:
• At the moment of fertilization, a new and unique human being comes
into existence with its own distinct genetic code.
• By the end of the third week of pregnancy, approximately 21 days
after fertilization, the heart starts beating.
• Primitive brain waves have been recorded at six weeks and two days.
• Distinct leg movements can be seen after seven weeks. Female
ovaries are identifiable and the four-chambered heart has reached
completion. Fingers and toes are distinctly separated.
• By the eighth week of pregnancy, every organ is present and in place.
Ninety percent of the structures found in an adult can be found in this
tiny embryo (now called a fetus) which is only 1 1/2 inches long.
4SOURCE: http://abort73.com/abortion/prenatal_development/

COMMON ABORTION TECHNIQUES:
• Suction Aspiration abortion (also called Vacuum Aspiration) is the
most common abortion procedure in practice today. A hollow plastic
tube with a sharp cutting-tip is inserted into the woman’s cervix. This
tube is connected to a suction machine that is able to pull the tiny,
developing human being apart as it is suctioned out of the uterus.
• Medical abortions (like Mifepristone or RU-486) are a two-step
procedure, generally requiring three trips to an abortion facility. The
first pill blocks the hormone (progesterone) that maintains the uterus’
nutrient lining during pregnancy. Once the uterus is compromised,
the embryo starves and dies. Two days later, the woman returns to
the abortion facility to initiate uterine contractions. Most women will
expel the dead embryo within four hours of taking the second drug.
SOURCE: http://abort73.com/abortion/abortion_techniques
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Abort73.com is a free, online resource that is working
to eliminate abortion through education – offering the
facts about abortion and prenatal development that
are so rarely provided in the classroom or clinic.
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